LED On Board-Light
The dedolight ® mini-dlob
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	Smooth light distribution in all and every
focusing position.
	Wide - angle flip - up diffuser for 70 ° angle,
smoothly covers wide - angle zooms.
	Clean, sharp, single edge barn door
shadow OR a very gentle light and shadow
transition with the flip - up diffuser in place
	Converts from daylight to tungsten via
flip - down filter
	Color rendition and color distribution is
cleaner than comparable LED lights.
	Powers from any 6 V to 18 V DC power
source.
	Optional battery shoes are compatible
with Sony, Panasonic, Canon and Nikon
mini-DV batteries.
	NP-F550 7.2 V, 2000 mA,
105 minute run time.
	NP-F750 7.2 V, 4000 mA,
210 minute run time.
	NP-F950 7.2 V, 6000 mA,
330 minute run time.

DLOBML2 Ledzilla2 – On Board - Light

	Amazing output in combination with
dedolight double aspheric optics.
	Focuses like a dedolight. LED lights are
usually not focusable.
	No other focusing LED light
compares - 4 ° to 56 °.

	Power consumption is only 8 W despite its
high output.
 Operates from - 40° C up to + 40° C.
 LED power available indicator.
 	Front-end bayonet mount allows the addition
of attachments and light modifiers.

Medium
Spot

Attach by front end bayonet mount

DLOBML-LT20
Soft tube, 8"/20 cm long – Ideal for soft
light in confined areas, e.g., car interior
at night. Detachable light shaper – folding
plastic barn doors.

DLOBML-SBX12
Soft box, 5"/12 cm wide – Gentle fill
light, easy to look at, ideal for close ups.
Filter slot accepts tungsten conversion filter.
DLOBML-SBX12-CTO

PHOTOMETRICS: DLOBML2

Flood

Soft - Tube, Softbox, White Dome

When dimmed to 50 % light output, power
consumption drops accordingly resulting in
twice the run time. Alternative power from any
Anton/Bauer or PAG system, car cigarette
lighter output or battery belt.

This light head works with a single,
high-power LED
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NEW:
A bicolor version of the Ledzilla will be introduced shortly. Tuneable color from
2700 - 6000 Kelvin.
The Ledzilla Bicolor will accept a rotating 8 leaf barn door (same as featured by the DLED2.1
light heads).
All other Ledzilla accessories are also compatible.

Interchangeable front diffuser with color
conversion to 3200K (not shown)

DLOBML-WD15
White dome (china lantern) soft box,
5.9"/15 x 15 cm gentle light, evenly
distributed, perfect as general fill light.
Side covers can be opened individually.
DLOBML-TCF
Tungsten conversion filter for filter slot of all
three accessories. Same filter slot serves for
gel strips from any common swatch book.
Allows nearly any kind of color effect.
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